Across
1. It's an alternative to rock
7. Malign
10. Like most sonnets
13. Skeptical person's words
14. Lacking affiliation to a religious doctrine
16. Bavarian bash
17. Rough spots?
18. Controversial subject of 2003
20. Second shot
21. Crothers who provided the voice of Jazz in the animated "Transformers" movie
22. Streaker seen when it's dark outside
23. "1-Letter Words" or "Black Comedians Named 'Whoopi'," in a series of SNL sketches
25. Activity in which you're inactive
26. Francis's jurisdiction
29. Certain guided projectiles
33. Roller in the field
35. Difficult work
36. "Nothing more to say about it, folks"
38. Bridge position
39. Babbling flower
40. Hepburn's co-star in "The African Queen"
41. Horned and horny creature of myth
42. Entomologist's interest
45. Birthday secret
48. Legendary characters portrayed in a Monty Python classic
53. Something you might see between siblings
54. Something broken by Chuck Yeager in his Bell X-1 plane
55. Conversion from private to governmental ownership
56. Worthless amount, in slang
57. Brief 25-Across in Veracruz
58. Send a dick pic, say
59. Utmost

Down
1. March figure, informally
2. Financial giant bailed out by the United States government in 2008
3. Hockey team which retired Dominik Hašek's number on January 13, 2015
4. Emulates a hunting dog
5. Like a climax
6. Like a research study result which is unlikely to have occurred due to chance
7. Classic tune from a 1939 film
8. They may cause real stress at college
9. Outcast
10. "Sons of Anarchy" figures
11. One of two enlargement aids
12. Permission
13. Start a really, really big fight
15. West African metropolis
19. Israelis and Palestinians, for example
24. Athlete on a pre-planned route
25. Become hard, in a way
26. Have some burgers, some fries, some pizza, some chips, some cookies, some cake, some pies, etc.
27. Those who tried to prevent the release of "evil" spirits?
28. Point in opposition to another point
29. Notable tower site
30. New parent's nighttime performance
31. Become soft, in a way
32. [Oh God, here we go again]
34. Late-night talk show fixture, often
37. Like the Wolfman (or most like the Wolfman, since both words work for this answer)
41. Vail or Aspen features
43. Haphazardly
44. Sight in the Sahara
45. Woman with a special announcement?
46. His Airmess, Buffalo Bill, or The Big Apple, for instance
47. Boisterous merriment
49. ¿____ español?"